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Kingdom Death Monster: A TTS playthrough
Talk About Games!

RossM #1 March 1, 2020, 7:05pm
Inspired by

Meet Me At The Table
I love board games and want to bring the hobby to you. Meet me at the Table is a
Board gaming channel dedicated to rules, play throughs, reviews, and unboxin...

I’ve decided to try a solo play through of Kingdom Death using TableTop Simulator. Im Using the 1.5
Community edition. As mentioned elsewhere, this is also about me finally learning how to use TTS.
Survivor Log
Adam Foot severed, erased from existence by a phoenix.
Ben / Blank Masticated.
Cara
De Executed by King’s Man.
Elan Killed by the Hand
Foz
Gore Scared to death by a bug with his face.
Hunter
Iago Killed in King’s Man Duel.
Jem Murdered by Hooded Knight.
Kai Killed in Hunt Reenactment.
Lyre Killed by the Hand
Mons Murdered by Hooded Knight.
Neru Exiled, became Bone Witch.
One
Pan
Quequeg Stepped into the darkness instead of becoming parent.
Rani Stepped into the darkness instead of becoming parent.
Sun Killed in King’s Man Duel.
Timor (Saviour)
Uma Killed in King’s Man Duel.
Vox Killed in King’s Man Duel.
Wail Killed by the Hand
Xeron Killed by the Hand
Zara
Able
Blade Killed by Hooded Knight
Cut
Da-Ni

Eye
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5 Likes

BioKeith #2 February 15, 2020, 2:05pm
I haven’t played in a while, but if you want some advice, let me know. Fantastic game/experience.
2 Likes

RossM #3 February 15, 2020, 3:24pm
Introductory showdown

4 survivors awake in this barren place, the rugged ground covered in twisted stone faces.
No sooner are they aware, they are attacked by a fearsome white lion. Wrenching shards of rock
from the ground they move to defend themselves.
Adam, the first to stand, launched this founding stone with unerring accuracy, severing the lions
strangely human like hand.
Inspired by the success the now unarmed Adam grew stronger.
As the fight progressed the white lion gained the advantage.
Ben was repeatedly savaged, bleeding in four places, his hamstring severed, and then partially
disembowelled.
With the assistance of Cara and De the lion finally fell, but only after causing terrible injuries,
meaning only Adam was ready for another fight. What world had they stumbled into?
Game Notes
The tutorial needs some setup but is nice and clear and full of interesting decisions. Humans are
clearly very squishy things.
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is, well, T*ts and death. Its also incredibly frustrating because
I love the pencil drawn style and amazing detailing, and the weird inability to draw a normal female
human just takes me out of the game.
Tabletop Simulator Notes
Today has been about settings. Playing without a mouse means I have no “Zoom in” button for tiny
writing so that has been remapped.
Default view swapped from angled to top down. I have no idea why this isn’t the default.
2 Likes

RossM #4 February 15, 2020, 3:26pm
BioKeith:
I haven’t played in a while, but if you want some advice, let me know. Fantastic
game/experience.
Thanks @BioKeith . I’ve done one more hunt, and realised loads of mistakes!
1 Like

RossM #5 February 15, 2020, 9:11pm
Introductory Settlement Phase

In the aftermath they were lucky, 10 other new souls has survived the chaos.
De spoke the first word and language was created, the secrets of ammonia followed soon after.
Bone daggers and hide armour were pieced together and Adam led out new survivors on the hunt…
TableTop Simulator notes.
Theres a lovely autosave feature, but I dont think you can manually save?
2 Likes
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Benkyo #6 February 15, 2020, 8:19pm
I played about 20 lantern years on TTS a long while back. The module I used was very clever but so
buggy, and the interface was very inconvenient for all the paperwork. I’d be interested to hear if
things have gotten any better.
2 Likes

RossM #7 February 16, 2020, 11:14am
Hunt Phase
Loaded up with a bone dagger and some armour scraps Adam and new survivors Elan, Foz and
Gore headed put on the hunt…
(Hunts are a series of events that happen on the way to an encounter, normally three or four.)
Then the party found a white lion cub…

Cute, but instantly butchered. Which was a mistake as its mother immediately appeared in its
enraged state to exact revenge.
Onto our first real showdown…
1 Like

RogerBW #8 February 16, 2020, 11:33am
RossM:
Today has been about settings. Playing without a mouse means I have no “Zoom in” button for
tiny writing so that has been remapped.

IfHOME
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over something
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and hold down Alt, you get its bitmap shown large. Handy for
reading cards.
RossM:
Default view swapped from angled to top down. I have no idea why this isn’t the default.
I think the idea is to recreate something of the sitting-round-the-table experience. When I used TTS
for the Roll Player game here I ended up using top-down most of the time.
RossM:
Theres a lovely autosave feature, but I dont think you can manually save?
You can. “Games” button, then in the “Save & Load” row at the bottom you can click on the Options
(three dots) for an existing save slot and Overwrite it; alternatively, click on “Save & Load” then
“Create” to create and name a new save slot, into which the current state will be saved.
2 Likes

RossM #9 February 16, 2020, 11:38am
I love you @RogerBW !
For now Im just using it as a virtual tabletop, manually shuffling and the like.
I will undoubtedly talk to you and @Benkyo when Im ready to start using scripting!
2 Likes

RogerBW #10 February 16, 2020, 12:06pm
Not done much with scripting yet but I generally pick up new languages fairly fast…
2 Likes

RossM #11 February 17, 2020, 12:35am
Lantern Year One Showdown
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A terrible grind to wear away the lion. All the remaining founding stones were whirled at the lion to
slow it down. Gore tried to find something useful in a bug patch only to die screaming, clawing at his
brain as he saw a beetle with his own face. Enraged lions are a fearsome opponent.
Eventually three returned to the settlement to decide what was to be done with Gore’s body.
Game Notes
Causing wounds at all in this fight was a struggle, not helped by giving all the best gear to Adam,
meaning I could attack or look at AI cards, but not both. I need some strength boosting weapons
ASAP!
1 Like

RossM #12 February 17, 2020, 9:16am
Lantern Year One Settlement Phase
The survivors returned through a thick mist, forcing them to miss the hunt next year.
After much debate Gore was laid to rest under a small Cairn. It seemed important to honour the
dead.
The as the year progressed, the first child was born, indeed twins. Born of this world, they did not
have the same black marks the founders had on their faces. In such an unrelenting world the
settlement decided to protect the young.
More so, with 15 souls present we were becoming a small society, and focussed on the idea that
collective toil would aid all of us. When one fought back against our ideals she was cast out. She
swore she would return one day.
Inspired by this, our people discovered how to draw power from their inner lanterns at dangerous
moments.
Now armed with real weapons we ventured out again into the dark…

RossM #13 February 17, 2020, 10:05am
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Ben, Cara, De and our firstborn survivor One headed off, deciding to head for the lion by moving
through the long grass, where they were immediately ambushed!
The hunt itself was smoother, with the brave survivors able to surge attacks together. The lion did not
claim a victim this time.
Game Notes
This is the point where I started to post updates here. Im about to face the butcher in real life, so any
advice on that @BioKeith ?
I found a big issue was brain damage. I have virtually no insanity. I need to reliably find a source.
TableTop Simulator
Also, @Benkyo asked me about TTS bugs and up to this point there were none, but half way
through the showdown it stopped me flipping cards for some reason. Had to use a real life d20 and
randomise events in the deck myself.
As for using the board for record keeping @Benkyo Im just printing off the community made record
sheets for 1.5 and a pencil.
1 Like

RossM #14 February 18, 2020, 9:19am
Lantern Year Two Settlement
Acid rain burned the returning survivors, scarring their bodies forcing them to miss another year of
hunting, and in reaponse the survivors built hovels to protect themselves from the elements. A few
stone nose charms were built and a few children brought into the world. Ben, now recovered from his
terrible wounds placed a cat eye circlet on his head and some bandages in his pocket and led out
the next hunt…

RossM #15 February 18, 2020, 10:20am
Lantern Year 3 Hunt and Showdown.
A less than ideal start to the hunt with the survivors washed away in a mud slide, followed by the
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luckily they were not ambushed this time.
The Showdown was a mixed affair. Lots of roaring causing brain damage to my poor survivors and
the big cat relied heavily on ground fighting, but my survivors kept their distance, wearing away with
whips and spears.
As the beast fell, the survivors descended, stripping it of many fleshy organs…
Gameplay notes
Brain damage will kill all of my survivors at this rate. I also think I used survival to dodge brain
damage last year and that is not permitted, so cant make that mistake again. I also have no way to
get rid of mood cards. That is going to be a problem.
TableTop Simulator Notes

It as if my eyes have been opened! @RogerBW advice on Alt viewing combined with me finding the
hot key to flip cards (F. Who would have guessed?) Means a lot of my UI problems are solved. Also I
have discovered that if I place the monster I am facing on a specific slot, the board sets up the hunt
and showdown phases! Surely we are all blessed!
1 Like

RossM #16 February 18, 2020, 1:51pm
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…and then our survivors walked back into a plague.
Through sheer luck none of our hunt party died but then it took all our our settlements effort for the
year to cure them with Ammonia.
Plans in tatters the survivors decided to regroup. Collective toil meant they could innovate for free,
and they sensibly chose bloodletting so plague would no longer threaten their lives.
One of our survivors. a tinker allowed us one more act and she chose to tell stories of the past
battles to young One, inspiring her to begin her bow training.
From the massive pile of returning organs we managed to extract some love juice, allowing two
survivors to have a child.
But the process proved too much for them, and rather than reproduce they chose to walk into the
wilderness to their deaths.
The remaining survivors built grave markers for them, and were in turn inspired by the sacrifice. As
thanks they built two more stone bone charms.
All that was left to do was grind up all the organs to slather our survivors in slippery monster grease.
Then as we prepared for the hunt a Hooded Stranger stepped out of the darkness and handed De a
cursed sword.

Quite the year!
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RossM #17 February 20, 2020, 10:48am
Lantern Year 4
There was once a man who was afraid. He covered his face in armour and decided the best way to
conquer fear was to become fear. He became The Butcher. There would be no hunt, he came
straight for us.

As @BioKeith warned, The Butcher attacked twice as often as the white lion had, and was much
tougher, especially at close range. Worst of all, its menacing demeanour caused repeated brain
damage.
One climbed atop a huge stone face and hit the Butcher with a cats claw arrow, making it sluggish
and easier to hit. From range we hit it again and again with whips, bows and spears.
But it was not fast enough.
Two survivors had their lanterns smashed making them next to useless in the darkness, Adam and
De both fell victim to the Butchers mental attack and fell into frenzy, making them more dangerous,
but incredibly vulnerable.
At the very last moment One also suffered brain trauma and would have died screaming if not for a
once in a lifetime chance to change a result. Instead she became a hoarder, stealing objects from
the camp to keep herself safe each year.
Finally the Butcher fell, leaving only his Cleaver behind.
Settlement Phase
With no new resources nothing could be built and a strange affliction caused all to talk in gibbering
tongues. Luckily, most were able to reclaim their language.
Pan, a new survivor, learnt how to use their lantern to create heat and a great celebration was held,
the noise of which attracted the attention of our Exiled Survivor, now a Bone Witch. Luckily, she
came to praise not kill, and granted Pan the secrets of the darkness.
1 Like
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RossM #18 February 21, 2020, 12:14pm
Lantern Year 5
A hunt for the white lions again, led by De, who needed to gain experience with her twilight sword.
Things progressed well until Foz got struck by static lightning, but we all managed to get to the
showdown.
The lion did not serve as much of a challenge and offered up two great chunks of shimmering mane.
Settlement Phase
Lights in the sky greeted us on our return, but that was not all. A fierce member of the Kings Men
stalked amongst us, assessing our strength. Sensing De was the most courageous of us all and
summarily executed her. Dark times indeed.
Not all was lost, paint was developed and our huge haul of hide let us create a leather workers. A
new child, Timon, was born and she was venerated amongst all others as a special child, one with
tremendous luck.
Game Notes
Losing De was a kick in the teeth, we could have resisted but we arent ready to fight such a
Nemesis.
Our past lion fight was too easy, we need to start hunting screaming antelopes or level 2 lions. Let
me know what you think.
Tabletop Simulator Notes
I’m trying to save my progress rather than updating paper notes exclusively. So far its only
equipment and innovation, but I might be braver next time.

Benkyo #19 February 21, 2020, 12:28pm
Once I had what I needed from lions, I switched to antelopes and never looked back. I never played
v1.5 though, so I’m not sure if level 2 rewards are worth it now.

RossM #20 February 21, 2020, 1:20pm
Hmm. I need some cat whiskers for a harp maybe, but Ive also got a sickle, so Acanthus farming
with antelopes sound good too!

BioKeith #21 February 21, 2020, 2:21pm
Definitely Antelopes, and the level 2 cats aren’t a huge step up, whether they’re worth the reward or
not…hmmmm.
Level 3’s are not to be trifled with, though.
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RossM #22 February 23, 2020, 11:10am
Lantern Year 6

Carry on screaming! Went out to take on my first screaming Antelope. Adam and Cara took one and
new survivor hunter out. Hunter took a lot of support items and a bone sickle, along the way Hunter
went mad with the calls of the antelope, before One stumbled on a strange blacksmith. She
presented it with a set of stone noses and in return received a steel shield! (Much too heavy to be
practical!)
Then everyone went wild acantha harvesting, gaining survival and rare herbs healing herbs.
Showdown
The showdown was anticlimactic. The survivors were too well equipped to ever really be troubled
and so between nightmare trees, acanthus plants and bug patches the survivors returned with 17
resources, mainly lanterns and organs.
Settlement Phase
The survivors returned to discover a council of the Elders had been assembled, with one survivor
telling the tale of a strange, sad lion.
Drums were innovated and then a strange feather fell from the sky. Elan proclaimed its beauty and
the Phoenix became available to hunt.
Meanwhile, Hunter gained the ability to move twice a turn, cementing his ability as a support
character.
Now, we have a difficult choice.

RossM #23 February 23, 2020, 11:26am
Help me out everyone.
I am one year from the Kings Man.
Only one hunt remains.Im desperately short on armour. What to Hunt?
Level 2 lion
Level 2 antelope

Level
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Beast of Sorrow
What do you think?

Benkyo #24 February 23, 2020, 12:09pm
Antelope, most resources for armour. Or whatever you think would be fun - kdm isn’t much fun when
you are cruising.
1 Like

RossM #25 February 23, 2020, 12:12pm
Thats my instinct. Most resources and probably my first foray into overwhelming darkness…

BioKeith #26 February 23, 2020, 5:20pm
Antelope!
1 Like

BioKeith #27 February 24, 2020, 2:47am
The Phoenix can be deadly, so only do that if you really need it’s resources. What’s the Beast of
Sorrow? An expansion?

Benkyo #28 February 24, 2020, 3:36am
The level 4 lion unlocked from event. Good target, but probably too early to take it on now.

RossM #29 February 24, 2020, 12:41pm
Lantern year 7!
The party ventured out to hunt a level 2 antelope and came well equipped. Timor, the Saviour, joined
the hunt for the first time, hopefully her inherent luckiness would be of benefit.

The
HOME
hunt progressed
VIDEOS slowly,
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and then
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the survivors were faced with overwhelming darkness having
strayed far from their settlement. Many suffered mental stress and One had to punch herself in the
eye to dismiss the visions. Luckily on the far side was a small oasis of acanthus plants, allowing the
survivors to rest before the big conflict.
The showdown itself was much tougher, with the antelope hitting twice as often as it’s smaller cousin
and twice as hard as well. Luckily, some well placed critical wounds from Timor reduced it’s
effectiveness to that of the smaller antelopes we had stalked.
A much more difficult encounter, especially thanks to the speed of the quarry.
Settlement Phase
The returning survivors returned to see a hunt reenactment, but something went horribly wrong, and
Kai was killed at the climax. Worse was to come when the hooded knight returned and seeing De no
longer amongst the group, he summarily executed Mons and Iago.
With what was left of the year the survivors Innovated the song of the brave, which would aid them in
future adventures through the overwhelming darkness.
With that, the time was ready to stand against the mighty Kings Man. It would take all our power to
even attempt to defeat him…

1 Like

RossM #30 February 25, 2020, 10:19am
Lantern Year 8

So the Kings Men came, and now there are four more graves at the settlement.
But, it’s not the worse loss in the world.
Iago, the constantly babbling Sun, Uma and Vox lie dead. The Kings man, satisfied has departed.

Gameplay
HOME VIDEOS
Notes
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I had no confidence at all in this fight, especially with only 3 maximum survival, so I sent out 4
inexperienced survivors with no equipment to learn about the King’s man. I learnt;
Kings Step is something you need to learn but at a terrible cost.
I need Shields.
Daggers would really help in this fight.
Settlement Phase
Returning survivors were allowed to choose nicknames. There were no returning survivors, but the
rest of the settlement were able to innovate Symposium (Which I have wanted forever) raising our
maximum survival. Our resources from the previous turn were spent building a weapons maker, and
an awful lot of intimacy was had. Two new survivors were added to the settlement.
I didn’t feel good about my decision, although it was the correct one.
ADDING A SURVIVOR LOG TO POST ONE.
3 Likes

RossM #31 February 25, 2020, 10:30pm
Lantern Year 9
Using the weapon maker to build a skullcap hammer for Hunter preparations were made for another
hunt. This time after a Phoenix…

The hunt began incredibly poorly with Adam standing on a man trap and severing his entire foot.
(Not helped by the fact he was the only survivor without a dried acanthus.) Having the major damage
dealer crippled before the showdown was a huge blow.
Then Hunter want through some kind of timewarp and returned to the beginning of his life, forgetting
all his skills.
Then Elan lost their insanity so could no longer use his butchers blade.
Showdown
I was totally unprepared for this. Adam’s lack of movement meant he was the target of many attack
as the phoenix just materialised at will, and after inflicting only one wound he was erased from
existence. I honestly thought this would be another team wipe.

And
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to the creatures liver. Suddenly instead of teleporting it started
collapsing. With this turning point Hunter and One started to slowly grind away at the creature.
Through luck or judgement, they had survived.
Never again will the survivors willingly fight the Phoenix.
1 Like

BioKeith #32 February 25, 2020, 10:57pm
Good rule - never fight a Phoenix.

Benkyo #33 February 25, 2020, 11:05pm
Any reason for no equipment Vs the king’s man? Most equipment is not lost on death.
Re: phoenix, it would be boring without the occasional surprise. Sounds like you were very lucky.

RossM #34 February 25, 2020, 11:07pm
Incredibly. Having a survivor with Beserker so I was bashing and frenzying just got me over the line.

RossM #35 February 25, 2020, 11:08pm
I didn’t take any equipment because I wasn’t sure if it would damage or take any of it.
1 Like

RossM #36 February 27, 2020, 8:46pm
Lantern Year 10
Decided to go back to hunting antelopes this time, a bit easier I reasoned.
The hunt began with the antelope running away into the darkness, and then time started slipping…
Because of the encounter with the Phoenix, the survivors knew what to expect, all gaining insight,
but then they started discovering new memories. They all awoke with new lives and new names…
Then as the survivors climbed a strange mountain they found they were actually on the back of a
giant flying creature. They held on for dear life, and the creature dropped them right next to the

antelope
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Showdown
The antelope was discovered feasting on the corpse of a young phoenix, and the survivors rushed to
attack, and with maces and a new bow carved from the wishbone of the phoenix, they were hopeful.
Then the survivor formally known as Ben, (now Blank) was swallowed whole and promptly devoured.
Another survivor lost all his insanity meaning he could use none of his equipment.
A slow fight, until the Antelope had its spine crushed. Then as a bonus the phoenix corpse still
contained some rainbow coloured droppings. Which is good?
2 Likes

Benkyo #37 February 27, 2020, 8:21pm
Aw, I was rooting for Ben.
2 Likes

RossM #38 February 29, 2020, 1:54pm
Returning to camp to discover another Hunt Recreation was in progress, and luckily this time around
no one actually died!
Well for several minutes. Then The Mysterious Hand arrived, murdered 4 people and smashed the
lantern oven!
The frantic survivors survivors spent the turn innovating beds and then used them to great effect!
Creating 4 new survivors, they were back to where they were at the beginning of the year. On the
positive side they finally completed their leather armour set and started building a set of screaming
antelope armour.
Hunt Phase
The survivors set out to hunt another antelope, climbing another hill of stone faces. Yet again the
ground shifted and a great winged creature took off with the survivors on its back. But this time they
were not alone. A strange sculptor was carving new faces into the monsters hide, throwing away his
failures. Each survivor gained a founding stone, and then the creature landed, allowing the survivors
to ambush the antelope!
Those founding stones will help the settlement get some payback on The Hand when it returns…
1 Like

RossM #39 March 1, 2020, 7:02pm
Settlement Phase

Two
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began to grow louder and louder as Timon and Hunter
disagreed about who had been the vital member of their group, but after several hours they resolved
their differences amicably.
This year was also the year the group decided on it’s purpose. With the group already respecting the
dead through graves, nurturing their young and working together in collective toil, the logical
conclusion was of course that we would all live Barbarically.
A massive feast was had and all our (17!) resources were burnt as offering. In the midst of the
savagery the hooded knight returned and again murdered two survivors, but this year 4 new souls
entered the world. All of them stronger than any previously met, the savagery burning in their
hearts…
3 Likes

RossM #40 March 8, 2020, 11:08am
Hunt Phase
So it was agreed to hunt a level 2 lion, to blood some new survivors and try to finally get a whisper
harp.
It was frustrating to get ambushed very early on and the lion pulled out lots of moods to buff its
attacks. (We so need a whisker harp.) In the end Cara had to deliver the final blow. If she was
successful the lion would be dead, if not, its dreadful roar would have caused her a serious brain
injury or even death, luckily she managed to land the telling blow.
The lion collapsed but yet again no whiskers were to be found.

RossM #41 March 8, 2020, 11:18am
Settlement Phase
It was good to use new survivors on the hunt, but one of them was discovered rooting through the
graves of our ancestors, consuming the contents of a skull.
The more experienced survivors saw the danger of gaining the taste of human flesh and dispatched
the poor soul, lest the hunger became insatiable. A brave new survivor, Di-na helped us rediscover
the heat of the lanterns, lost long ago. There was nothing else to be done befpre The Hand returned.
Tabletop Simulator Notes
Well, it broke. Too many cards out of place or not replaced when I should have. I reloaded a fresh
game and repopulated using my paper notes. I must be more fastidious!
1 Like

RossM #42 March 8, 2020, 6:35pm
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The Hand…

The survivors went into this fight fully loaded, Timon, the saviour adorned with every luck card
possible, the survivors who were hovering near retirement, even our founding stones.
This was the first combat where the team had to inflict a set amount of damage and they were, well
incredibly lucky.
Expending three founding stones in the first turn we drove the hand to it’s knees. A final surging blow
from Foz caused it another wound on the floor, causing it to stop the assault, clearly impressed by
the settlements force of arms.
In perulance it kicked a broken lantern directly into One’s face, but she survived with little more than
an intense headache.
A nemesis defeated, at least for now.
1 Like

RossM #43 March 13, 2020, 10:48pm
Quick catch up on what has been happening.

Two
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have passed.
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a screaming antelope. It turned into lots of hides! Finished off
my screaming armour set.
Took on a legendary lion, the Beast of Sorrow. Went fully tooled up and the hunt was incredibly lucky,
with random shamans giving me help and then ambushing the creature.
With their last act my Saviour Timor unleashed their Lucern’s lantern attacking, cauing multiple
critical injuries before fading from existence…
Lots of fur this time to complete my fur armour set. Everything else spent to build a blacksmiths.
More updates to come. And the Butcher Level 2 is on the horizon…
3 Likes

RossM #44 March 21, 2020, 1:29pm
Hunt Phase!
With one survivor a single hunt from retirement and others getting on in lantern years it was time to
explore with a team of newer survivors, led by Cara.
For the first time in a while we were heading out with Sane survivors, and so plucked again for a
level 2 antelope, because we were in need of organs.
The hunt itself was a real boon, with cara finding some kind of fantastic samurai sword in a statue
that did not sever her hand! (It was close.) We also found another founding stone, a real boon!
Showdown phase.
Less than ideal. We all hid behind a pillar whilst the antelope chowed down on acanthus, before
leaping out and delivering 6 wounds in the first turn.
Things were going well until Dani triggered a trap response and had her head stoved in. (Something
like a 1% chance, but that’s Xcom!)
TTS
I kept on gaining the same random cards. I think it might me my own impatience. I dont let the shuffle
animation finish on a deck before I draw. Im going to let it finish in future and see if this is real or just
my own assumption.)
Settlement Phase
We declined the services of the dark dentist. (Who wouldn’t) Used an elder cat tooth to make a
deadly blade, celebrated the birth of a new green saviour and innovated nightmare training.
The hooded knight returned to give Cara a new Twilight sword and then the Butcher approached
once more…
1 Like
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RossM #45 April 11, 2020, 5:56pm

“Real life” caused a massive hiatus here, and I had completely forgotten my level one encounter with
the butcher, other than the fact he was tough and did not get critically wounded.
So I cheated and watched someone else’s level one battle on youtube.
The party was decked out with all armour available and high strength weapons and my new saviour
Mote came along as well. Between buffs and equipment her evasion was 5, so the butcher would
find it incredibly difficult to hit her.
The level 2 butcher actually attacks three times in a row and this combined with lots of cards that
chain attacks meant it was hard to mitigate damage.
Note, my support character was repeatedly harried, being priority target most of the game,
strumming their whisker harp and dashing away whenever the butcher charged.
In the end, Eye sustained 3 bleeding tokens in one turn and just bled out. We had the bandages, but
not the opportunity.
This was a scary fight. We may return to a less scary antelope next hunt year…
1 Like

BioKeith #46 April 14, 2020, 12:37am
I’ve just picked up TTS - which is the kingdom death mod that you are using?
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RossM #47 April 14, 2020, 12:45am
https://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1652286924
1 Like

Benkyo #48 April 14, 2020, 12:56am
This kind of sums up what bugs me most about KD:M. A single campaign takes so freaking long that
you can either play it “as intended”, be surprised by new encounters, eventually fail, and do it all over
again only to forget what you learned the first time because each campaign takes so freaking long,
OR you can spoil the encounters, prep for them, and do everything “correctly”, in which case you are
just going through the motions and seeing how the dice roll and the cards flop.
Neither seemed satisfying to me.
2 Likes

RossM #49 April 15, 2020, 11:27am
The thing I’m finding is that the further I go in, the less the chance of failure.
Losing a fight isn’t terrible. You don’t lose equipment, (White lions for example only steal the
jewellery, if any, your survivors were wearing.)
The only limiting factor I can see is survivors. They can very suddenly be killed, but once a
settlement is established, quite easy to replace with newer, better survivors.
I can see a lot of settlements failing in the first few years, but as you stabilise the population survival
seems less precarious.
( Yes, I use my Kingdom Death survivors as meat shields at time instead of valuable humans. )
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RossM #50 April 23, 2020, 3:54pm
Lantern Year…???

HOME

VIDEOS

GAMES

PODCASTLE

Antelope hunting this year with newer survivors and Hunter, my designated support expert.
We dragged a very confused survivor out of the darkness and used our pickaxe for the first time to
hew some iron from the sea of faces.
The showdown itself started with the survivors all hiding behind a fallen pillar whilst the antelope ate
all the acanthus plants on the table.
The combat itself was made harder by the antelope being riddled with ticks and for the first time we
didn’t take a cat eye circlet. Tactically I felt I played well.
Making their way back the the settlement a new strategy was needed.
(I really want to unlock a new building, either the savage barber or the blacksmiths, both need tech
advances.)
Based on my settlement phase I may return to a screaming antelope or see if a level one phoenix is
as bad as I remember…
TTS notes
Thanks to the dicebreaker video and my purchase of a mouse I can now group items for tidying and
zoom effortlessly! This showdown was much faster as a result.
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RossM #51 April 26, 2020, 5:12pm
Settlement Phase
Lights in the sky guided the survivors home and this year was a real boon. Finally a survivor learnt
The King’s Step and promptly carved an instructive sculpture to teach the rest of the tribe, the family
innovation was unlocked and the blacksmith constructed. Real metal weapons were finally available!
For the hunt phase I did something I have never done before. The same survivors were sent out,
with the same equipment. A routine hunt?
I very much doubt it…
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